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Abstract: The confidentiality of data is a difficult problem in cloud computing environment. Dynamic access 
control technique based on encrypted data is an important way to solve this problem. In the current access 
control techniques based on encrypted data, the high security requirement of data and frequent policy update 
lead to the high cost of owner right update which seriously restricts the flexibility of access control. A dynam-
ic access control method based on CACDP encrypted data is proposed in this paper. The selective encryption 
model is built. In the model, a key derivation diagram is generated to distribute the key. In the case of ensur-
ing the confidentiality of cloud computing access control, the key is less in system. The proposed CACDP 
scheme includes the key management mechanism based on the binary Trie tree. Based on this, the ELGamal-
based proxy re-encryption mechanism and double layer encryption strategy are used to transfer the partial 
spending of key and data update to the cloud, in order to reduce the DO authority management burden and 
improve the processing efficiency of DO. Then the dynamic access control method of encrypted data in cloud 
computing environment is researched. Experimental results show that the proposed method can effectively 
improve the flexibility of encrypted data access control. 
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1. Introduction 
Cloud computing gathers together a variety of computing 
infrastructures to form large scale shared virtual re-
sources and provide services to users through the net-
work. The computing infrastructures can provide soft-
ware service, hardware service, or data storage service. In 
cloud computing, as the huge scale of the system and the 
unprecedented openness and complexity, the security is 
facing a more severe test than ever[8]. How to resist the 
security impact of cloud computing will become a key 
factor affecting the further development of cloud compu-
ting technology[6]. 
Access control is a way to display or restrict user access 
capability and scope in some way. It is an important basis 
for system confidentiality, integrity, availability, and 
legitimate usage, and is one of the key strategies for net-
work security and resource protection[9]. When users 
access resources, they must access according to their own 
permissions, and cannot implement access behavior 
beyond their own permissions. Because access control 
uses the principle of minimum privilege, when the user 
applies for permissions, the system administrator accord-
ing to the characteristics of each user assigns the mini-
mum right to complete their own task. The user will not 
obtain beyond the right to complete their work[7][1]. The 
basic goal of access control is to prevent unauthorized 
users from illegally accessing the protected data re-

sources, and allow the authorized users to access the pro-
tected resources reasonably. This is a necessary feature of 
a security system. In order to improve the security and 
flexibility of dynamic access control of encrypted data, 
the dynamic access control of encrypted data in the cloud 
computing environment is researched[2][3]. 
In the literature[4], a cloud computing privilege revoking 
optimization mechanism based on dynamic re-encryption 
(DR-PRO) is proposed. Experimental results show that 
DR-PRO can effectively improve the performance of 
user access revoking in cloud computing service, but the 
flexibility of access control is poor. In the literature[11], 
the attribute encryption scheme in cloud computing is 
often used to implement fine-grained access control. The 
scheme is proved to be safe under the standard model, 
and the performance analysis and experimental verifica-
tion are carried out. Experimental results show compared 
with the existing schemes, although additional computing 
load is added in order to realize access control strategy 
hiding and solve the key escrow problem, the flexibility 
of dynamic access control of encrypted data is reduced. 

2. Research on Dynamic Access Control Me-
thod of Encrypted Data 
2.1. Model of selective encrypted data 
The basic model of selective encryption is as follows. 
The data owner encrypts the file f  with the symmetric 
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encryption algorithm and stores it on the cloud server, 
then realizes the sharing and access control between the 
user groups through the distribution of the symmetric key, 
that is, when the user u  has access to f , the data owner 
distributes the decryption key of f  to the user u  
through the key distribution mechanism. In this paper, 
each shared user has only one symmetric key as its user 
key[5].  
Access control policy is the data owner’s authorization 
information for each shared user. The definition is as 
follows. 
Definition 1(Access control policy): Assume U and F  
are the user set and file set in system, u  and f  represent 
a user and a file, ,p u f=  denotes the authorization of 
cloud data owners to allow the user u  to access the file 
f , P  is the set of authorization p . Then the definition 

of the access control policy on U  and F  is 
, ,ACP U F P= . 

In order to achieve access control of encrypted data, the 
key distribution is chosen in the form of symmetric key 
derivation graph, which can effectively reduce the key 
management burden of the data owner. The main steps of  
selective encryption schemes to generate open informa-
tion for access control are as follows. 

1) Input ACP and generate key derivation graph. The 
generation is as follows. 
Create vertex. The set of each shared user and access user 
of each file is regarded as a vertex in the key derivation 
graph. In the key derivation graph, the vertex 
representing the shared user is the user vertex, and the 
vertex representing access user set of file is the file ver-
tex. The user vertex key is the same as the user key, and 
the user access set of the user vertex contains only the 
user represented by it. The file vertex key is the same as 
the file decryption key. The access user set of the file 
vertex is the access user set of the file[10]. 
2) Generate key label. After obtaining the key derivation 
graph, the data owner generates a label for each key and 
a list of labels according to Table 1. In Table 1, ul  
represents user key label of the user u  as the decryption 
key label of the file f . 
3) Generate token. For each directed edges in key 
derivation graph ,i je v v , token is generated according to 
Table 2. Assume the keys of  iv  and jv  are ik  and jk , the 
labels of ik  and jk  are il  and jl .  
After obtaining the user key label list, file decryption key 
label list, and token list, the data owner stores these lists 
as the public information in the cloud server. 

Table 1. Format of label. 
User/File Label of user key / Label of file decryption 

U/f Lu/lf 
 

Table 2. Format of token. 
Decryption label Obtained label Ciphertext 

li lj kj/hash(kj,lj) 
 
Example (Example of selective encryption: public infor-
mation generation for access control based on access 
control policy): The access control policy defined by data 

owner is shown in Table 3. Table 4 is file access user set 
list obtained from Table 3. 

 
Table 3. Example of access control policy. 

ACP=(U,F,P) 
U={u1, u2, u3, u4, u5, u6} 
F={f1, f2, f3, f4, f5, f6, f7} 

P=(u1, f1), (u1, f2), (u2, f1), (u2, f2), (u2, f3), (u2, f4), (u2, f5), 
(u2, f6), (u3, f2), (u3, f2), (u3, f3), (u3, f3), (u3, f4), (u3, f5), 
(u3, f6), (u4, f3), (u4, f4 ),(u4, f5), (u4, f6), (u5, f3), (u5, f4) 

 
Table 4. File access user set. 

File Access user set 
f1 (u1, u2) 
f2 (u1, u2, u3) 
f3 (u2, u3, u4, u5) 
f4 (u2, u3, u4, u5) 
f5 (u2, u3, u4) 
f6 (u2, u3, u4, u6) 
f7 (u5, u6) 

 
Assume the user keys of users 1 2 3 4 5 6, , , , ,u u u u u u  are 

1 2 3 4 5 6, , , , ,k k k k k k , the decryption keys of files 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7, , , , , ,f f f f f f f  is 7 8 9 10 11 12, , , , ,f f f f f f . 3f  and 4f  have 
the same access user set, so they are encrypted with the 
key 9k . According to Table 3, the generation of key deri-
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vation graph is shown in Fig. 1 . 1 6v v−  are user vertexes. 

7 12v v−  are file vertexes. Assume the labels of keys 1 12k k−  
are 1 12l l− . Finally, the data owner stores encrypted data 
on the cloud server. 

Figure 1. key derivation graph. 

2.2. Dynamic access control of encrypted data 
based on CACDP scheme 
In the ParaInitial stage, the DO generation system initia-
lizes the open parameters of prime number P , domain Z , 
generator g , random parameter r , and modrg P .  In Fi-
lePublish stage, the key tree is constructed by the key tree 
construction module, and the encryption and publishing 
of the file is realized. In the process of DO adding new 
file to CSP , first a token chain for requesting access con-
trol vector ( )ACS f  with root node as starting point and 
path as file f for CSP, and then the key of DO dk  and 
token chain chain  are used to calculate the key vk of the 
tail node. After obtaining the key vk, there are two condi-
tions. First, if the length of chain  is the same as ( )ACS f , 
it shows that there is a corresponding security resource 
class in the key tree, then vk  is used to encrypt the sym-
metric key fk of f . The encrypted file with signature 
uploads to CSP, otherwise, according to ( )ACS f  the 
branch of the Keyder-Trie tree and Keyder-Trie tree node 
are created. The key is distributed to the node and token 
chain is created from top to bottom. By using encryption 
key fk  of file with asymmetric key of root node, the Trie 
tree node information, token chain, data and key cipher-
text are uploaded to the server. In the process of file upl-
oad, the following 2 points need to be paid attention. 1) 
The character 1 represents the corresponding role has 
access permission of the file and needs to increase the 
role token of the corresponding role to the node. 2) The 
key of leaf node of key management tree is the public 
key pair ( mod , )rg p x . Non-leaf nodes randomly generate 

symmetric keys, so when creating new node, it is neces-
sary to determine whether the node is a leaf node. See 
algorithm 1. The access control matrix in algorithm 1 is 
converted to the key management tree by the algorithm, 
which is shown in Fig. 2.  

 
Figure 2. File distribution. 

In Key Distribution stage, according to the role of the 
user, DO sends the corresponding role keys to all users 
through the secure channel. CSP distributes the corres-
ponding outer key rk ′  to the corresponding user. 
In AccessFile stage, file access module is used to obtain 
the plaintext of file. User sends the user role information 
R  and access control vector ( )ACS f   of file f  to CSP. 
CSP returns the token chain corresponding to the file, file 
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key ciphertext kfC , file encryption parameter encflag , 
and file ciphertext. In the case of encflag  is 0, the user 
uses the held key to parse the token chain and obtain the 
key of the encrypted file key fk , which is an asymmetric 
key (The private key is a , and the public key 
is modag P ). Then decryption algorithm is used to ob-
tain file key fk . Finally, the plaintext of file f  is ob-
tained. In the case of encflag  is 1, the outer ciphertext is 
decrypted to obtain the ciphertext of the file, and then the 
key fk  of the file f is obtained to decrypt plaintext data 
of the file f .  
In the scheme, policy change mainly includes two cases 
of FilePrivUpdate and RoleUpdate. The two cases are 
completed by the authority update module and role up-
date module combined with re-encryption key module 
and data management module, respectively. 
For the case of FilePrivUpdate, file access permission 
update is divided into file access permission and recovery. 
Permissions recovery changes the value of the role R  in 
the access control matrix of file f  from 1 to 0, and the 
file authority is changed from 0 to 1. For the key man-
agement tree, the essence of file access permission 
change is the switch between different security classes 
for file and file key. Therefore, when the access permis-
sion is granted, the re-encryption key ( mod )a a bg P −  is gen-
erated by using the re-encryption key module. There is 
no need to update the file key fk , but only update the key 
a of fk . Finally, the file key fk  is re-encrypted into a 
new key encrypted ciphertext by CSP. When revoking 
permission, not only the key a  of the encrypted file key 

fk  is needed to update, but also the file key fk  is 

changed to '
fk , and finally the double layer encryption 

strategy is used to update the data ciphertext. See algo-
rithm 2. 
Algorithm 2: FilePrivUpdate. 
Input: File index ID , file source and destination access 
control vector sacl , dacl , policy update type type . 
Output: Updated key management tree. 
1) Frist obtain the token chain schain  and dchain  of 
sacl  and dacl . 
2) Obtain the key of the tail node of two token chains 
oldsk  and newsk .  
3) If | | | |dchain dacl< , go to step 4), otherwise step 5). 
4) Generate Trie tree node and token chain of dacl  by 
using algorithm 1 and obtain the asymmetric key 'newsk  
of the leaf node corresponding to the branch i and assign 
to the newsk  
5) If 0type = , it means requiring authorization, go to 
step 6) and 7), otherwise means revoking, go to setp 8). 

6) Re-encryption parameters 1, r
f fk k −  and 

oldsk newsky− are generated by re-encryption module. 

'
' ( mod )f a b

f

k
rekey g P

k
−=  is generated by CAP. 

7) If 0encflag = , re-encryption is implemented by CSP, 
and then the value of encflag  is changed to 1, otherwise, 
the plaintext of file f is obtained by file access function. 
The new encrypted key is used to generate new cipher-
text and uploaded to CSP, and then the value of encflag  
is changed to 0. 
8) Re-encryption parameter oldsk newsky−  is generated 
by re-encryption module. '( mod )a brekey g P −=  is gen-
erated by CSP. 
 

 
Figure 3. File permission change. 

Fig. 3 shows the process of granting access to the file 5f  
for the role 2R . The process is to transform the file fk  
and its corresponding key fk  from the security resource 
class 3SC  to 4SC . DO gives the old and new access con-
trol vectors ( ) 0010ACS f =  and '( ) 0010ACS f =  of the 
file 5f  to CSP. The taken chain of root node and leaf 
node is obtained and returned to DO. DO calculates the 
security key, which is sent to the CSP according to the 
re-encryption key, and encrypts the file key fk . The idea 
of role permission recovery is similar to the granting of 
permission.  
For the case of RoleUpdate, DO changes the role of user 
from sr  to dr . CSP returns all tokens that need to up-
date the node key according to the request, that is, returns 
the intersection nodes of the node set which sr  can 
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access and the node set which dr  cannot access and to-
ken chain. The token chain set consists of the three cate-
gories of token chain set with leaf nodes LT , token 
chain set without leaf nodes NLT , and role token set 
RT .  
Algorithm 3 RoleUpdate 
Input: Source role and destination role 1R  and 2R  
Output: Updated key management tree.  
1) If 

1 2R RL Lp , go to step 2), otherwise step 5). 
2) Obtain key node set CN of 1R  in 

1RL . 
3) Iterate over CN  and select node n .  
4) Preorder traversal binary tree, and obtain the node set 
which key to be updated in 

1RL  layer and token chain 
including role token (node satisfies the condition that 1R  
can access but 2R  cannot), go to step 8). 
5) Obtain key node set BN  which 2R  does not hold in 

2RL  layer. 
6) Iterate over BN . 
7) Preorder traversal binary tree with root node of n , and 
obtain the node set which key to be updated and token 
chain including role token. 
8) Return the token information to be updated to DO. DO 
distributes the key to the node to be updated and form the 
new token chain. Update all role token of the role 1R  and 
distribute new key.  
9) Generate new symmetric key fk′  for iSC  and re-
encryption key parameters of 1,f fk k −′ , and oldsk newsky− .  
10) If 0encflag = , encrypt ciphertext data by CSP and 
change the value of encflag  to 1, otherwise, obtain plain-
text of the file f by file access function. Use the new 
encryption key fk′  to generate new ciphertext and upload 
CSP, and set encflag  to 0.  
The dynamic access control of encrypted data is accom-
plished by the above process. 

3. Experimental Results and Analysis 
The cloud computing environment is built by Opennebu-
la. There are 10 blade servers with Xen virtual monitor of 
version 3. 3 at the bottom. Cloud computing providers 
CSP, users and data owners, are all Xen virtual machine. 
The operating system of CSP is 64 b Red Hat Enterprise 
5. 5 with 4 VCPUs and 8GB memory. The operating 
system of the user virtual machine is Windows XP with 2 
VCPUs and 2GB memory. Users, data owners and CSP 
use Gigabit switch to connect. The one-way Hash func-
tion used to generate tokens in the key management tree 
is SHA1. File encryption uses 128B AES encryption al-
gorithm, file key encryption uses EI, Uamal algorithm. 
The prime number P  is 160b. In experiments, the en-

cryption algorithm of CP-ABPRE scheme is 128B AES 
encryption algorithm.  
Fig. 4 shows the time cost of the key management tree 
generation of the CACDP scheme. From Fig. 4, it can be 
seen that in the case of a certain number of security 
classes, the generation time of the key management tree 
is linearly related to the number of roles, while in the 
condition of the fixed role size, spanning time of key 
management tree in the cases of 1000SCG = , 

2000SCG = , and 3000SCG =  is increased in turn. This is 
because in the extreme case of CACDP scheme, the key 
management tree has only SCG R  nodes for each secu-
rity class, and the corresponding role token should be 
constructed according to the access control matrix. When 
the number of roles is 400 and the number of security 
classes is 3000, the spanning time of the management 
tree is about 21s, within the acceptable range. 

 
Figure 4. time cost of the key management tree generation. 

In this scheme, the total length of ciphertext is given by 
0 iC C n C tt+ + +                              (1) 

In cloud computing, assume the length of time is 2 Byte, 
the bilinear mapping is Tate pairing, the rank of p  is 20 
Byte prime number. Then the total length of ciphertext 
is 2 ( 2)n p+ + . When access structure value 3n = , ener-
gy consumption computation are shown in Table 5 and 
Table 6. 
The computation of Tate pairing requires about 752ms, 
and the power is 62.04W. In this scheme, decryption 
needs n+1 times Tate pairing. Assume 3n = , the power is 
4×62.04W=248.16W. Table 7 shows comparison of con-
trol power. From Table 7, the energy consumption of the 
proposed scheme is higher than others. Although the 
energy consumption of the proposed scheme is higher 
than others, the communication energy consumption is 
far lower than others. Because the communication energy 
consumption is much higher than the computation energy 
consumption, the overall energy consumption is less than 
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other schemes. It shows that the flexibility of access con- trol can be improved effectively by using this method. 
 

Table 5. Comparison of energy consumption between the proposed scheme and FABSC scheme. 

Length of P Energy consumption of the proposed 
scheme /mJ 

Energy consumption of FABSC 
scheme/mJ 

p=20Byte 8.956 9.14 

p=42.5Byte 18.834 19.02 

p=60Byte 26.516 28.46 

 
Table 6. Comparison of energy consumption between the proposed scheme and other schemes. 

Length of P and scheme Energy consumption/mJ 

P=20Byte 8.956 

P=42.5Byte 18.834 

P=60Byte 26.515 

Certificate-based 146.98 

Merkle hash tree 144.57 

ID-based 111.03 

 
Table 7. Comparison of control power between the proposed scheme and other schemes. 

scheme power/W 

Certificate-based 39.96 

Merkle hash tree 18.49 

ID-based 124.07 

FABSC 310.3 

The proposed method 248.17 

 
4. Conclusions 
A ciphertext access control method CACDP is proposed 
for dynamic policy update in cloud computing. Based on 
the binary Trie tree, the key derivation mechanism is 
introduced, and the Keyder-Trie key management tree is 
constructed to further reduce the complexity of DO main-
tenance key and improve the key security. The CACDP 
method uses the ELGamal-based proxy re-encryption 
algorithm to transfer the key re-encryption task caused by 
the access control strategy update to the CSP, thus reduc-
ing the cost of key update. Meanwhile, a double layer 
encryption strategy is designed to minimize the return 
frequency of the data in the policy update. In this paper, 
the correctness and security of the scheme are proved 
theoretically through security analysis. Finally, experi-
ments show that the proposed scheme can effectively 
reduce the performance cost of policy update and im-
prove the flexibility of access control. 
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